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Article Body:
Ah, the technical interview.

Nothing like it.

How many people will be asking questions?

Second, what will you be asked?

Not only does it cause anxiety, but it causes

From experience I can tell you there´s nothing like

You´ll sometimes hear people say the questions they were aske

Having been on both sides of the technical interview table, I´d like to share some tips for th

No good interviewer expects you to know everything.

The problem is, you´re not always going t

Sometimes, the person who´s giving you a technical interview was asked to do it about ten minu

None of us know everything.

If you´re asked a question you just don´t know the answer to, do

If your interviewer acts like he/she already dislikes you, that´s because they do.

I once wo

This technician participated in a group technical interview where the applicant was an incredi

The applicant fielded four questions from the rest of us flawlessly, then faced this particula

ˆYou can´t do what you just described.˜

The tech started defending his question, and it became obvious that he hadn´t been able to fol

Realize right now that there are some unprofessional people out there giving technical intervi

Be prepared for a practical technical interview.

Be professional.

The best technical interviewers find a way t

This covers a lot of ground, so let me make a quick list for you.

Show up 15 minutes early.

Dress for success.

Nothing makes a technical interviewer more surly than waiting for t

The way you look when you walk into a room leads to your interviewer´s fi

Don´t chew gum during the interview.

Don´t be arrogant.

Finally, relax.

Look, there´s nothing wrong with having an ego and acting confident.

Easy to say, hard to do?

Not really.

Do not look upon the interview as something negative.
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Realize that the majority of interview

Rather, look at it as an opportunity to

